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ABSTRACT. In the present paper estimates of the remainder term of the generalized sampling series are
considered. Their comparisons for the small and large numerical values of the included β parameter are given.
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The generalized sampling formula is given in [1]. The proof of this formula is analogous to the theorem 1 from 

[2] and is based on the following estimate: if  is an entire function, which satisfies the condition  

, (1)

for some non-negative integer m and the positive real numbers  and , then for the fixed arbitrary z and for all

sufficiently large positive integer n we shall have 

,   (2)

The function , is finite on the

arbitrarily bounded domain of the variable z  (when , then we have  “exponential” convergence). 
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Note that in the right hand side of inequality (3) from [1] (respectively in inequality (5) from [1]) the multiplier

  is omitted. The estimate (2) can be obtained if we apply Cauchy’s residuals theorem for the

integral   and estimate this integral, where is circle

 . To obtain the estimate (2) the following inequality is used: 

.   (3)

The inequality 

  (4)

is correct also. The inequality (4) with  is rougher than (3), while with  inequality (4) is softer than

(3). If we apply the inequality (4), then instead of (2) we shall obtain the following estimate 

, (5)

where So we see that the estimate (5) is suitable for small values of 

parameter , even at   however, in this case the estimate (2) makes no sense. When  then the right hand

side of the inequality (2) converges to infinity, and the right hand side of the inequality (5) converges to the value 

,

where .

It should be noted that under specific conditions formula (1) from [1] is true in a certain sense for random

proceses also (see [3]). By analogy with the formula (4) from [1], for n-dimensional random field we have  

,

for every 

  where  are fixed nonnegative integers, are positive real numbers (when

then ), . Definition of  is given in [4].
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ganxilulia anaTvlebis erTi ganzogadebuli mwkrivis naSTiTi wevris Sefasebebi. mocemulia

maTi Sedarebebi maTSi Semavali β parametris didi da mcire ricxviTi mniSvnelobebis mixedviT.
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